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ABSTRACT
The ori1na1 objective of the nursery school was that

acting in cooperation with the home, it should develop children
motorically, intellectually, emotionally, and socially. A comparison
of objectives with effects reveals many to be non-existent. A 1966
study of nursery school effects on child development revealed the
following breakdown: (1) favorable effects in the areas of general
knowledge, vocabulary, capacity for linguistic expression and ability
to manage certain daily routines without assistance, and (2) absence
of results with respect to motorical, social, and emotional
adjustment, marks scored in the test of readiness for school
attendance, performance in reading, writing, and arithmetic during
the first three years' attendance at school. The project reported on
in this paper concerns the use of new techniques of learning in
nursery school methodology. The fields of social training, training
in communications, and training in comprehension were the fields
tested. The program is currently being implemented with the aid of
control group procedures. All of the children are tested at the
beginning and end of the schoOl year with the following instruments:
readiness for school attendance; sound analysis test, vocabulary
test, attitude test, general knowledge test , and observations of
standardized play situations. The methods used in the experimental
groups are validated with the assistance of observations in
accordance with a variant of Flanders. Appendices 1, 2, and 3 contain
the various project aims; Appendices 4 through 7 contain instructions
for teachers. Vn0
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Background:

In the official objective set up for the nursery school (S(L
it is stated that the nursery school acting in cooperation w:th
home should develop Children motorically, intellectually, emotiohal:,
and socialIy. A comparison of the vague and general oklective with tr.,:
actual effects resulting from attendance at nursery school shows thi.4.

CED the latter are inconsiderable or contradictory and sometimes non-x-
istent (Sjblund 1969). In the course of an investigation on the
enc. of the nursery school on the development of children Stukit k.
noted favourable effects of presdhool care in certain respects. 4mcr,g
other aspects observed were the ability to manage certain daily rr -
tines without assistance, general knowledge, vocabulary and the
ity for linguistic expression. At the same time the absenct of rsults
expected in other spheres was voted. Thus there mere no difZerenows

C12 slammed mith ahildren mho remained at home in respect of .;-;to.loa:,

Oaf
sootal and emotional adjustment, marks scored in the test or res4inas
for school attendanoe or performanoe in reading, writing and ari
during the first three yearl attendanos at school.
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A comparison between the aims set up and the aims attailed ?),,Linst

the background of recent child psychological research indicating the

importance of eaa.ly environment for the subsequent development of the

personality would suggest that there is reason to try out new tech-

niques of learning in nursery school methodology as a complement to

the free, unsystematic and spontaneous activities that have hitherto

played a predominant part.

It should be emphasized that these new features are not intended to

replace earlier activities but should be regarded as complementary to

the often indirect and sometimes unconscious pedagogical methods based

on the nursery school teacher's way of being in the group.

For further information on the background see School Research News-%

letter 1969:3.

WorkinF( Plan

On the basis of the official objective and with the intention of

processing elemmts which have to some extent been inadequately treated,

those responsible for this project have chosen to deal with the fields

of social training, training in oommunioations and training in compre-

hension&

1 Within each of these fields a hierarchical brealing down

of the various aims into gradually: more and WWI precise terms has

been carried out to the point where the aim is described as the behav-

iour the child is expected to master after a certain period of training

(Appendicee 1, 2 and 3).

2 The forms of terminal behaviour defined in the analyses of

the aims have provided the basis for working out methodmatrial descrip-

tions subsequently linked together so as to oonstitute a systematic

cluoational programme. The programme is presented in the form of in

struotions for teachers in the flelde oonoerned (Appendiclea 4 5 and 6)

as roll as in:egrated instructions covering the various eUbjects

(Appendix 7).

2
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The programme is being tested during the present school

year with the aid of control experiment group procedures. About 500

children use the experimental programme and the same number attend

nursery school without following the programme. All the children are

teated with the following instruments at the beginning ana end of

the school year:

Test of readiness for school attendance (hIalmqvi t)

Sound analysis test (Malmqvist)

Vocabulary test (newly constructed)

Attitude test (newly constructed)

General Knowledge test (newly constructeA)

Observations of standardized play situations

During the course of the experiment the childran's attitude to the

nursery school, the experimental material and to school are measured.

The attitudes of the experimental teachers to the programme are also

measured.

The methods used in the experimental groups are validated with the

assistance of observations in accordance with a variant of Flanders.

4 Possible long-term effects of the experimental programme

will be investigated when the children are admitted to the lst Form

in the Spring Term of 1972. Reporting will be carried out by means of

verbal description supplemented by the instructions to teachers

that have bee6 worked out and the prototype material produced. The

methods will be illustrated with the aid of a film made in the course

of the experiment.

Report riethodioal
programs.

Prototypes'

It is expected that the experienoe gained from this projot together

with the results of another coordinated projeot oan form a basis fOr

reeomendatiene for a more aystematic syllabus oontaining

suggestions for suitable material and adequate methods for working

3
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with six year olds. The Nursery School Commission of 1968 has been

privately informed about the progress of the experiment.

To the extent the field investigation indicates ponitive results, it

is planned to introduce the methods used into nursery school teacr

training within the framework of the DPA Project now in progress at

the institute.

Karl-Axel Sverud
nrskoleprojektet
Nordostpassagen 23
8-413 11 GOTEBORG
Sweden



Appendix 1

SOCIAL TRAINING

Desirable attitudes and ideals

as well as good habits, skills

and patterns of behaviour.
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Respect and Respect and Respect and Respect and

understand understand understand understand

TEE WORTH OF KATERIAL RULES AND EWOTICNAL

THE INDIVIDUAL VALUES STANDARDS REACTICNS

FOR HUNAN

COEXISTENCE

II

2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3
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e s .ect an THE WORTH OF THE DIDIVIDUAL

1 Understand OWN WORTH

Able to describe oneself

Understanding of own pace (things one deals with quickly slowly).
Able to give example of things one can manage/cannot :aanage.

(Realistic picture of own capacity.)

Give examples of things one likes to do.

Give examples of occasions when one has meant something to the
group (parents, friends and others).

Draw a re liatic self-portrait in the form of a sociogram.

2 Understand THE WORTH OF OTHERS

Give examples of situations when someone has meant something to
(helped/cheered up) me or the group.

Cive examples of things which some school friend does particularly
well.

Motivate choice of friends

Give examples of situations when it is good to have grown-ups around.
Give examples of games played together with a handicapped person.
Give examples of similarities/dissimilarities between VAZIOUS
nationalities ("normal"/handicapped).

II Respect and understand MATERIAL VALUES

I Able to take care of OWN BEICKGiMS

Motivate why own belongings should be cared for.

Give examples of how ons takes care of own belongings.

Give examples of the consequences of not Icooking after own
belongings.

2 Able to look after 0=M' BEICRGINGS

Motivate why the belongings of others should be oared for.
Give examples of how ons cares for the belongings of others.
Suggest What attitude one should adopt towards belongings which seem
to be °weariest'.
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III Can look after COMMON BELONGINGS - THE ENVIRONMENT

Mot vate why common belongings (the environnent ) hould be cared

for.

Give examples of how common belongings. (the environment) should

be cared for (e.g. the nursery school's).

Give examples of the consequences of not caring for tiva environ-

ment.

III Respect and understand nun AND STANDARDS FOR HUNAN

COEXISTENCE

Able to reach DEMOCRATIC DECISIONS

Give examples of democratic decisions in orn earperience.

Give examples of advantages/disadvantages inhe7:ent in the

democratic process of reaching decisions.

Able to reach a democratic decision in a conceivable situation.

2 Possess the capacity to BEHAVE HELPFULLY

Motivate helpfenesa and the advantages of sach behaviour.

Give example.' of helpfUl behaviour in own experienoe (own and

others').

Give examp of the consequences of not helping one another.

3 Possess the capacity to COOPERATE

Motivate 000perative behaviour and give examples of the advent

of much behaviour.

Motivate ocoperation in own experience (own and others').

Suggest forms of cooperative behaviour in concrete situations.

Give examples of tho consequenos of non-cooperation.

IT Rospoot and undsratand EMOTICWAL REACTIONS

I Understand ONK ana MESS' EXPRESSIONS OP PEIAL15G

Abl to poroeive the oonneotion between situation and feeling.

Give examples of missions loam ono has been sad/happy etc.

Understanding of different tespersamts
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2 Oppose and canalize UNDESIRABLE EXPRESSIONS OF FEELING

Suggest alternative forms of behaviour in frustrating situations.

Develop DESIRABLE EXPRESSIONS OF FEELING

Able to decide whether an expression of fe ling stands in reasonable

proporting to its cause.

Suggest positive alternative forms of behaviours.
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TRAINING IN CCVNUIF.CATIONS

with preparatory training

in reading and writing

Able to

carmy A

MESSAGE

Able to

RECEIVE AND

INTERPRZT A

MESS=

VI

9

Rroficient in

PREPARATORY

READING AND

WRITING SKILLS
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V Able to CONVEY A TSSAZE

Able to pass on the CONTENT OF A MESSAGE.

Adapt the sound level of a report to various listeners' require-

ments.

Able to give a complete description of a situation or object.

Able to issue clear instructions.

Able to report events in logica1 sequence.

Able to report own estimation.

2 have a CORRECT PRONUNCIATION'

Able to distinguish between tense and relaxed musculature.)

Able to vary rate and vocal pitch consciously) Relaxation

Able to recite rhymes)

Able to reproduce all Swedish sounds)

INCREASE VCCASIGIARY

Find words for various states of feeling.

:rind words for various sensations.

Find group words.

liormation of
rands

1Activate passive

Able to give examples of several objects belong- vocabulary

ing to the following categories:

Have a good knowledge of words covering fields
lAcqui

of current interest, etc. 'words

Glossary:

Able to carry out a given placing of objects. )

Able to determine position in relation to self

and others.

Ab to mark a given position.

Able to describe a position.

n-

Words
indicating
position

Able to follow CORRECT GRAMMATICAI USAGE

Able to formulate sentenoes oombined with:

Use as complete sentenoss as the situation requires.

Able to ask questions.
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Able to RECEIVE AND INTERPRET A MESSAGE

Able to COMPREHEND THE CONTENT of a message.

Summarize the content of a message.

Place pictures in a given order following instructions.

Carry out working instructions.

Repeat details of an account.

Identify objects following a verbal description.

p 11

2. Obtain an BUREASED AUDITORY MEMORY

Repeat a sentence or an enumeration.

Repeat a rhythm.

Indicate changes in a sound sequence (removal or addition)

Indicate changes in sound sequence in an.exchangw.

Indicate changes in word sequence in an exchange.

Indicate changes in enumeration or an account.

Able to LISTEN CRITICALLY

Correct assertions which do not ree with earlier

information.

Complete accounts oorrectly with the aid of earlier

information.

Relate what has been heard - reality.

Assemble various niaoee of information into one

unit.

Bose hypotheses in relation to what is heard.

Determine
the origln
of sounds
heard

Proficient in PREPARCUMMADING AND WRITING SKILLS

Able to ANALYSE ATM.

And a given word in a continuous text.

Distingliimhwords beginning with a given initial letter in the

text.

Able to indioate whether two letters are the same/not the same.

Able to indicate whether two words are the samobet the $ame

with respect to length and identity.



Obtain an INCREASED VISUAL YEMORY

Able to reproduce a given pattern.

Able to count observed objects.

Be able to describe observed objects.

Be able to describe a picture illustrating a situation.

Improve COCRINATION EYE-HAND

Able to cut out objects outlined.

Able to draw patterns following a visual model.

Able to join together two figures with a line drewn with some

precision.

Understand the DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT

Able to observe and name objects in rows from left to right.

Able to arrange objects in systems of rows.

Able to arrange letters in positions for reading and writing.

5 Carxy out LINGUISTIC SOUND ANALYSIS

Determine which sounds are heard firs last in a word.

Determine whether a given sound is heard at the beginning in the

middle or at the end Of a word.

Find words beginning with the same sound as a given word.

Decide whether given pairs of words are identical or not e.g.

car/bar

Decide whether a given sound is included/is not included in a

given word.

Identigy first/last word in a sentence.

Decide whieh of two words is the longer.

Pill in rhyming words in a rhyme.

Find several words to rhyme with a given word.
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CCUCEPT TRAINING

(mathematical, sci ntifio,

social)

Able to

IDENTIFY, NAME

AND DESCRIBE

VIII

1 2 1 2

13

Able to

OBSERVE

CHANGE

(apparent

and real)

1
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VIII

I Able to identify, name and describe QUALITIES

Able to IDENTIFT,_ NAME AND DESCRIBE

Out of a collection of objects coloured red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, violet, black, brown or grey,

the child shall be able to indicate which objects

are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, black,

brown, grey or white.

Out of a collection of objects coloured red, yellow,

gTeen or blue, the child shall be able to say that

the object is red, green, blue or yellow if anyone

points at the object and askc what colour it is.

Out of a collection of objects in different shade

of the colours red, yellow, green or blue, the child

shall be able to indicate those objects whose colours

r4ost resemble the colours red, yellow, green, blue.

Out of collection of light and dark objects having

otherwise different characteristics, the child shall

be able on verbal request to indicate the objects

which are light and dark respectively.

Out of collection of objects having varying chars°

teristios, sorted in respect of lightness, or darkness,

the Child shall be able on verbal request to indioato

the oharenteristios in respeot of which the objects

are sorted.

Out of collection of various large twodimensional

objects, the child shall be able an verbal request

to sort the objects in respect of their shapes.

On verbal request tho child !hall be Able to pair an

observed threedimensional shape with the twodimen

sional Shape which belongs to it.

14

1

colour
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Tu icate the differences in shape between a square, 1

an ellipse, a circle, a rectangle and a triangle,

number of corners and number of sides.

shape

On verbal request the child shall be -e, by feeling

an invisible three-dimensional object, to pair it

with an object which has che same shape among a col-

lection of objects visible to the child.

See 4 and 5

0 Light is replaced by 2(zis and dark by short.

ize

See 4 and 5

Light ie replaced by large and dark by small.

Out of a collection of objects the child shall be able

on verbal request to distinguish between those objects

that are made of one material and those that are made

of several materials.

Out of a number of objects sorted in respect of their

being made of one or more materials, the child shall be

able on verbal request to indicate how they are sorted.

Among objects each of which is made of a single material

being various plastics, varieties of wood or metals, the

child shall be able on verbal request to indicate which

objects aie made of plastic, wood or metal.

Among objects smith consisting of a sine. material and
sorted in respeot of their being made of plastio0 wood

or metal, the child shall be able on verbal request to

indicate the material appropriate to each group.

Out of a collection of pieces of metal wasistiog of

the metals iron, lead, aluminium and times, the *had

*hall be able OD verbal request to sort the pieties

imperiling to tbe types of metal.
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Out of a collection of pieces of wood consisting of

Pine, oak, birch, and walnut, the child shall be able

cn verbal request to sort the pieces according to the

Ype f wood.

Out of a collection of objects of different kinds of

wood, of different shapes and sizes and containing at

least two objects of each kind of wood, the child shall

be able ch verbal request to pair those objects what

are of the same kind of wood.

1

Out of a collection of pieces of plastic of various

typo, the child shall be able on verbal requast to sort

the plaetic Pieces in accordance with the types of

Plastic.

See 4 44d 5

Light la replaced hY hard and dark with soft.

See 4 and 5

Light ia replaced hY transparent and dark bY C.pacue.

See 4 and 5

Light ie replaced by smooth and dark by rough.

See 4 and 5

Light in r.pled hy ada and dark by dull.

$ee 4 and 5

Light JO roplatftd by heavy and dark by light.

With OW aid of a graded thermometer the child shall

indioste differences in temperature by warm, warmer .

oeld, Golder.

The 0104 'ball indicate which liquid is oold and which

in IFOR of two liquids having e diffsronos in tamParae

tuft of *WO*.

terial

tructure
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When the child hears two notes of different strength

he shall be able to indicate which note is strong and

which is weak.

When the child hears two notes one of whic? is higher

than the other, the child shall be able to indicate

which note was high and which was luA.

When the child hears two notes of different length,

he shall be able to -Ideate which note was long and

0 which was short.

Decide if one note is higher lower than a given tone.

Decide if one sound is louder/less loud than a given

sound.

Of objects in a solid, liquid or gaseous state, the

child shall be able on verbal request to identify

which objects are solid, liquid or gaseous.

sound

Istate of

Out of collection of objecte sorted in accordance with aggregatior

state, the child shall be able on verbal request to

indicate how the objects are sorted.

To be able to indicate similarities and diseimilarities

in respect of colour, size, thickness, length, height,

weight and shape with the ald of visual and tactile

observations. Corresponding Characteristics with the

aid of illustrated material.

Able to identify and nano given figures (curves) sudh

as circles, squares, rectangles and triangles with the

aid of visual and tactile observations.

Able to draw logical patterns and describe them as well

as able to draw pattern. in accordance with certain

principles.

.17

numerous
oharacter
istioc
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On verbal 7-,quest the child shall be able to indicate

several characteristics, e.g. colour, shape, weight,

transparency and cc,pressibility of an enclosed volume

of gas. (air or freon).

Of the liquids oil, water, glycerine and milk, the

child shall indicate several characteristics over and

above form and quantity, e.g. colour, weight, trans-

parency or viscosity.

After feeling an object the child shall pair it with

an identical (in all respects save colour) object in

a collection of objects visible to the child.

After feeling an object the child shall s lect an object

identical to the first in respect of shape, structure,

finish, size and weight, from a collection of concealed

objects.

2 Able to RELATE observations to PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES

Able to discern exceptions to the rule.

Able to relate representation - reality.

Able appreoiats and compare prices of various objects

worth between 1 and 5 Swedish Crowns as well as to indi-

cate the relative value of the objects.
6

Able to compare children's ages from 0 to 5 years.

Able to ident fy, re and describe =WEBS

Ai means of pairing to be able to find out and indicate

whether there ars as mmmy/are not as many objects in two

lots as wll as to be able to identify an equal number of

given objects with a OVOID number in an actual lot or

illustration of a lot. Able to &mica the quantity of a

given number. Capable of understanding that the sise of

objects has nothing to do with the else of numbers.

umerous
haracter-
sties
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Able to compare two or three quantities with various

numbers of objects and by means of pairing to find

out and indicate which quantity has more-fewer-most

objects, as well as the ability to compare two or

three quantities with a particular quantity (quantity

for the purposes of comparison) and to indicate which

quantity has equally many-more-fewer objects than the

paritcular quantity. Able to identify and depict more-

fewer than a given numer. Corresponding exercises with

the aid of illustrated material.

Able to estimate (without counting every individual

object) and indicate the number of objects in groups

of different objects arranged in different ways. Able

with the aid of figure cards to show the number. Able

to identify as many as a given number by means of

placing or depicting an equivalent number. Corresponding

exercises with the aid of illustrated material.

4 Able to identify quantity and to describe THE PRIMARY

GROUTS OF SOCIETY

Give examples of various conceivable family compositions

and houzeholds. Able to draw own family. Able to explain

how a child comes into existence. Able to explain the

meaning of the words parents/brothers and sisters. Able

to speak of similarities/diseimilaritiee between own

and other children's families.

Acoount for similarities between brothers and sisters.

Able to give examples of functions (material, emotional

and educativ of the family. Able to give examples of

the participation of members of own and other' families

in family functions.

ompositior

Enumerate various kinds of relations.

Able to indicate similarities/dissimilarities between

friends and rdations. Able to work out FaUseeillother's

family relationships and own relationship to these family

'webers. Able to understand the ouceession of generations

la ow
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Iep1ct some friends of the family.

5 Able to identify, name and describe SOCIAL INSTITU-

TIONS

Describe the functions of the body.

Able 4o give examples of the usefulness of prophy-

latic health services and give examples of own or

brothers' and sisters' experiences.

Describe the various duties of the medical staff.

Give examples of situations calling for emergency

treatment.

Give examples of groups requiring special care.

Able to speak of similarities dissimilarities be-

tween day nursery and nursery school (kindergarten

comprehensive school ).

Able to speak from own experience of some good done

by school.

Know how own school attendance will be immediately

after nursery school.

Familiar with school terms b eak, gym, etc).

Familiar with different personnel categories found
at school.

Know what is normally to be found in a classroom.

E4lain what a museum (library, theatre) is and what

its funotions are.

Give an exampel of something ono needs very day and

where it comes from.

Give examples of various consumer goods and their
origin.

Able to speak about and give examples of the advam-

tags. of the division of labour in the community.

Able to speak about and give examples of internatio-
nal trade.

20

1,relations

health
.)servioes

>school

produc tion
>end
ocesuMPtion
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Give examples of situations when we need the police/

fire brigade.

Describe some of the duties of policemen and firemen.

Give examples of similarities dissimilarities between

police and military personnel.

Give examples of similarities dissimilarities between

a fire brigade and the UN.

the preven-
tion of
disasters

Know of a matter affecting the nursery school actually how deci-
sions aredealt with by the authorities concerned.
made

IX Able to CLASSIFY

1 Able to classify by CHARACTERISTICS

With the aid of symbol cards in matrices /Lae to note and describe

all the characteristics of an object. Able to identify an object

after a description of at least three ox its characteristics

simultaneously.

Able to divide up a given quantity of objects into two or four

sub-quantities repeatedly with regard to various characteristics

ss well as to indicate class membership of the objects in the
lots.

Corresponding exercises with illustrated material.

Able to sort given objects into quantities and matrioes with the
aid of sybol cards for different characteristics in accordance
with two characteristics simultaneously es well as able to indi-

cateclass membership. Able to understand that one and the same
object can belong to both elate simultaneously and able to explain
why

Given: 6 red and 2 blue oubes.

2he obild Shall answer the question: What would be left if the red

ones were tekmn away/ Would there be only bleep only squares or
both blue and mums left?

21
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Given: 2 blue triangles 4 blue squares and 3 red triangles. The

child shall answer the questions: Are there more blue things than

squares? Aro there more triangles than blue things? Same questions

but the answers to be given in numbers.

Given: 4 small red, 2 large green and 2 large red triangles. Tell

the child that one box is for all the red objects. The child shall

reply YES to the question: Do the little objects belong to the

box with the red objects?

Go on to tell the child that there is another box for the triangles.

The child shall reply YES to the question: Mo the green objects

belong to this box?

Given 1 yellow square 1 yellow circle

Given 1 green square 1 green circle

Given 1 red square 1 red circle

Given 1 blue square 1 blue circle

The child shall sort in accordance with one characteristic (colour/

shape) and afterwards in accordance with another (shape/oolour).

On verbal request the child shall be able to indicate in at least

three ways characteristics of a given object in words describing

colour, shape, structure, finish, sise, weight, material or state.

Out of a total of not more then 10 different objects the dhild

shall point out on verbal request one particular object if

sufficient ohaxaoteristios aro stated.

2 Able to classify by MUM

Out bt a even oonoret quantity be abl fo fora double, triple,

quadruple and quintruple quantities by placing or drawing a ring

round the numbers in question. Able to indicate and with the sid

of a figureqard to show haw many quantities thsy reosived and

how many objects were left over. Corresponding exercises with the

aid of illustrated materiel.

22
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Able to arrange in SERIES

Able to compare the figures 0-5 with the aid of concrete quantities

and coloured rods and able to indicate equality and unequality

with respect to the values of the figures as well as able to under-

stand that in the case of unequality several answers are often

correct. Able to use the symbols for equality and unequality

Able to place the figures 0-5 in correct sequence on the figure

line and to be able to understand that when one adds in a positive

direction, every figure is 12..1.0E_IL2al than its immediate

predecessor and in the negative direction less by one than the

figure immdiately preceding.

Arrange objects in fonformity with rising and falling series.

Able to insert an object in a systematic seglience.

X Able to OBSERVE CHANGES

(apparent and actual)

Change BEFORE - AFTER

Able to remember a series of four to five objects or numbers.

After the series haa been changed in respect of one object or

number, able to express what the change consists of.

Able to discover the difference between a given number and a small-

number by taking away from a given concrete quantity various

numberu of objects as well as being able to indicate and to show

with the figure card the difference (what was left over). Corre-

sponding exercises with the aid of coloured rods and illustrated

material.

Able to form °unions" of two to three quantities and to describe

the unions. Able with the aid of the figure card to Show the

numbers in the quantities and unions. Corr..poHn emends..

with the aid of illustrated material.
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Appendix 4

PURPOSE: UnderstandIng of THE WORTH OF OTHERS

Give examples of playing games with a handicapped person.

Give examples of similarities/dissimilarities between different

nationalities ("normal" handicapped).

Vocabulary: Defective sight and hearing, impeded movements, retarded development,

blind, deaf, similarities, dissimilarities, circumstances, nationality,

gene, environment, need, orEln, aid, foreign.

Materials: Books, bandages, etc.

Suggested Discuss with the children how all people came into the world in the
working same way, by being born. That one often resembles one's mother, father,

methods: brothers and sisters. We all have the same needs, e.g., food, sleep,

etc. Most people have eyes, hair, mouths, noses and other organs. Even

though we have many similarities we also have some dissimilarities.

Circumstances can vary, dependiRg on our parents, those who attended

our birth and where it took place. Obstretrical injuries, genes, envi-

ronment. Inequalities in physical And psychological respects, e.g.

impeded movements, defective vision and hearing, mental and emotional

disorders.

Read I. Sandberg' Johan, pp. 118-126.

Read Bergsks (Bj8rbo), Boman pd jordklotet ("Children on the Berth").

Let the children bandage their oyes and feel what it is like to be blind

what one must do if one is to fetch something, for example. &plain to

the chl.Aren what aids ars =enables dogs, sticks, sound signals at

street crossings, eta. Camas one can play with a blind person, etc.

Boaring, how it feels aids ones, Impeded movements (housinm

community plann(ng, the fOture community).

Suppl..sntaxy If it oan be arranged, let the dhildren fel the effects of as many
aotivitiesi )andicaps as possible in the sane soy,

24
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Sing: A song with words in a foreign language.

Borrow picture books from the library with texts in Russian or

Japanese, for example, to compare their alphabets with mnx own.

Patter, Helga och de andra, past 2 section 8.

"Thomas i huset mitt emot", by B G Hallquist.

Hurrah, I can whistle, Keats.

The first snow, Keats.

Ej for Asnor, Papas.

BlAbarspajen, Bonsell.

Pricken, 11 Rey.

Kjeretip 3 Friis-Baastad.

Randi bor i Norge, Riwkin-Brick.

Gannet bor i Etiopien, BlwkinBrick.

Noy bor i Thailand, text by A Lindgren.

Tasso, Papas.

DrOmringen, Kalstad.

Bjorn mod trolinatten, 11-11 Hallberg.

Somali, Keratin Sundh.
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Appendix 5

p 26

VOCABULARY 3

To find words to describe sensations.

Mate als: Paper bags, objects in the room or the scientific materials.

Vooabularys Hard-sof smooth-rough, shiny-dull, warm-cold, heavy-light.

Suggested 1 Place 3-5 objects in a paper bag.

working Draw the objects on the board, etc.

methodss One of the children carefUlly feels the objeots in the bag and describes

how they feel, what shapes they have and how large they are.

(In the beginning concentrate on one characteristic, e.g. shape).

Controls

The children who is occupied with the bag must not, of course, be able

to see the drawings of the objects. The other children compare the

descriptions with the drawings and point at the picture they think

most suitable. Is that right? Then one tells the children what object

it was and one wonders if it is possible to describe the object 8'U:1

more clearly (e.g. in colour, but then you can't feel that). Perhaps

some words need to be changed - was it sleek or smooth?

2 Ask the children how it feels to walk barefoot along a gravelled road,

carry a glass filled with water, piaci. a hand on the branch of a treeosto.

Try how it feels. Think of the bare feet and the uneven gravel and all

of us will waik along a gravelled road. Somebody may perhaps say that

the gravel feels warm. Don't says Wow w are goieg to pretend we are

walking along a gravelled roed. That destroys the meks4selive.

3 One desoribes how something feels without spying what it is. ftamples The

thing I am thinking of is something I haws on when it is mining. It

feels smooth and *old.

Is it an umtrelle110, I don't have that on me. One holds it in one s

hen It doesn't feel opeolally smooth, either.

lbs* can it be?

No special ooutrol whet la required is to be found in the soimetific

Tyrograllaso 20
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Appendix 6

FLOATS - DOES NOT FLOAT

PURPOSE; To observe and classify objects in respect of their character of

floating in a liquid.

/Uteri . Objects from Box No. 11.

Suggeoted

0 working

methods:

Show the chiliren the objects you propose to use. Ask them if they can

indicate which objects will float in water. Encourage discussion. Ask

them to talk about their experiences of water, bathing, visits to the

beach, throwing flat stones, etc.

By all means let the children carry out experimOnts in couples.

Distribute plastic mugs and half fill them with water.

Show the working sheets and explain what is written on them and what

the children are to do. Take one object at a time and place it on a

paper towel or newspaper for drying.

Let the children investigate the objects represented and report their

results on the working sheets.

On the last sheet let them draw objects of their own that they wish

to test.

Encourage thee to bring from hose interesting objects they would like to

test. Peanuts, for example, behave oddly: Some sink, others float:

Discuss results with a group

On some points they may have different opinions.

Plor example a mussel can float if it is placed in a certain way. Let

the children demonstrate their findingm if their results disagree.

Supplementary Divide the collection of objects into two groups, floating objects and

activities non-floating objects.

Discuss the working Sheet with the two containers.

Let the abildren observe the diffrenoe between A and B. Why does this

happen? Listen to all suggestions sad where possible test thme.

27
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Appendix 7

PERIOD 9-10

p 28

1 Construct the contours of a house with several storeys on the flan-

nelboard (use felt strips, for example).

The children work together in small groups on populating their floors.

They use the flannel pictures and CREATE FAMILIES. When all the

families are in position all the children are assembled to describe

the families they have created. EACH CHILD DESCRIBES THE RELATIONSHIPS

OP THE MENBERS OF THE FAMILY (using words such as brothers and sisters,

child, parents, etc.). Also more detailed descriptions (nam3, age, etc)

should be encouraged.

Take one family and compare it with the other families, numbers. Ig

there the same number of members of families in the two groups to be

compared? MAKE USE OF PAIRING to see if the elements in one group

correspond to the number of elements in the comparison group (by all

means use wool or a pipe-cleaner). Use the expressions, "as many",

"more than " and "fewer than". (Does the work seem dull? - Work accord-

ing to "Identify, name, describe" (green). Perhaps this is the time

to break off. Butfirst take a photograph of "the house" with its

different families. Encourap cow2arisons between representation and

reality. (How dark it became. - Yes, in reality it seems lighter. - Are

all the families properly in the pioture? Can you see them clearly?

- Where did the photographer take the picture from? etc).

Photostrip No. 7 deals with relationships in families, can be combined

with Siseing Critioally, Point 5 (blue).

On a later 000asion we slect a family from the card and put its members

up on the flannelboard. Bevest the relationships and ask questions such

am wWhat do they do together?", wWhat do they do for eadh other?", "DO

they all do the same things?" and "Is their any difference between what

ammo-ups do and children do?" The questions are intended to encourago

the Children to taIk about different family fUnotions. TM =MOM

TALK D Tal =ACM TRIM MOWN TS= ACCOUNTS Off TEN SCSINOLENG 1MCCS4
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Encourage all material concerned with the functions of the family

(material, emotional, educational). Counteract fixation on the

traditional roles of the sexes. When the account has been written

down the teacher reads it to the children, pointing out all the

time the words that have just been read aloud.

Stick up the photograph beside the text and let the account be visible

in the room. On a later occasion the text is read again and A SHORT

ANALYSIS IS MA1E OP THE TEXT Nark one of the words - the children

find another which is exactly the same. Mark a short word - the

children look up words whijh are lowersesameleh

Ayr further effects try a concentrated saline solution and, if available,

methyl alcohol, paraffin and oil. Popcorn in water with alkaseltzer is

thoroughly recommended as a stimulating experiment in this context.

2 EXhibit a pair of mussels of the same species, liscusa their similar-

ities and dissimilarities. Mussels belonging to the same species can

be said to form a family and we can assign them different family roles:

Big mussel - grown up individual,little mussel - child.

Set out about 40 mussels so that many species are represented. The

children choose one each. They compare their mussels and those who

have examples of the same species build a family which is given a

place to live. Get the children to work out and propose the relation-

ship. to be found in the family now created. They dscribe similar-

ities-dissimilarities of the family members - mussls. How many

grown-ups (c)Lildren - brothers and sisters) are there? What parts

shall be assigned to them? Will there be any lonely ones or ones

without children?

Discuss on this basis various family formations. Ilse family words

moll as mother, father, grandfather, children, brothers and sisters,

eto. Also discuss family traits, resemblances end differenoes.

Arrange the fimay in a group from the largest to the mmallest mussel.

Compere ths numbers of the members of the families in the gmoupe by

pairing,

29
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Use the expressions "more than, as many and fewer than" in describing

the numbers.

Choose one mussel from those left over and describe it without the

children being able to see it. To which family does the mussel belong?

Let a child also ehoose a mussel and follow the same procedure.

3 Some children are told to form a group each and prepare a play for

puppets.

The subject of the play shall be what the various members of the

families do when they meet after work and attending school.

In their turn the ehildren instruct the groups about what is going to

happen. The act should be very brief and take place in a single sequence.

E1amples of instructions:

Ybu are going to play with puppets together with some school friends.

You must fetch the puppets belonging to Ulla's family (4) (Sven's (3)).

Dag can be on a visit (Siv's (2)). Collect as many friends as possible

so that you eaCI have a puppet. Go fer yours yourselves and say who

is going to play Nother/Father, children. Tell the others that it is

all about what the members of the family do when they meet together

in the evening. Say when you are ready so that the others can come

along and look.

Disouss similarities/dissimilarities in puppet families/ohildren's own

families. Discuss the difference between friend and relation.

lir all means continue with work of this type. Introduce the children to

problems which they hav to solve.

4 Work in accordance with "JämfUr tit i form" ("Compare wood in

different farms) (green). COMPARE BERIRSEETITICR/REILLITT. On a later

occasion T. MILDEW DESCRIBE the work and THE TENZER ERNES in the

scribbling block.

ANAIYSE TEE TEXT in respect of the length of the words and tnitial

letters.

3 0
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5 Use the recorded music to zeflect the mood. See Ordfdrridet

(VooabularY) 4 (blue).

6 Use Picture Series 6 and/or puppet play. See "Samhiillets primgx

grupper" (The Primary Groups of Society) (red). "Du och jag

och livet" (rou and I and Life).

7 Working according to "Liingdkonstans" (Lenght constancy).

Note change - green.

8 Read "Nor var r de dada?" (Mother, where are the Dead?)

9 Work in accordance with "Anvinda begreppetjoaterial" (Use the

idea of material).

Controls: Working sheet - relations

Boken om mig ejälv - "Nagot om när jag faddes" p.11

(The book about Ms - "Someting about when I was born")

u_ .1,Nagon av familjens vdnner" p.14

(Some friends of the family)

Pamiljans funktoner (p.20 red)

(Functions of the fami4)

Working sheet D 4 (blue)
tr 6 (green p.16)

7 (green 11019)

Sort in accordanc with number of

material*.


